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calling may by good desert and faithful care give the upper
hand to one of your faculty, that with your frying pan and
other kitchen stuff have brought to their last home more
rebels, and passed greater breakneck places than those that
promised more and did less    Comfort yourself therefore in this
that neither your careful endeavour, nor dangerous travails,
nor heedful regards to our service, without your own by-respects,
could ever have been bestowed upon a Prince that more esteems
them, considers and regards them, than she for whom chiefly,
I know, all this hath been done, and who keeps this verdict ever
in store for you ,  that no vain glory nor popular fawning can
ever advance you forward, but true vow of duty and reverence
of Prince, which two before your life I see you do prefer    And
though you lodge near Papists, and doubt you not for their
infection, yet I fear you may fall in an heresy which I hereby
conjure you from,   that you suppose you be backbited by
some to make me think you faulty of many oversights and evil
defaults in your government     I would have you know for
certain that as there is no man can rule so great a charge
without some errors, yet you may assure yourself I have never
heard of any had fewer ,  and such is your good luck that I have
not known them, though you were warned of them    And learn
this of me, that you must make difference betwixt admonitions
and charges, and like of faithful advices as your most necessanest
weapons to save you from blows of Princes' mislike    And so I
absolve you a poen& et culpa, if this you observe    And so God
bless and prosper you as if ourself was where you are    Your
Sovereign that dearly regards you '
jth December    supplies for ireland
There are now required for the Irish service 13,900 quarters
of corn, and 1,000 men, to serve as shot, which are to be taken
from 39 counties or places* To these men public notice shall be
given that if any of them run away he shall be followed with
hue and cry as a felon, and suffer death according to the laws of
the realm If any soldier shall fall sick by the way, or grow lame
or so weak that he cannot march any further, the conductor
shall present him to the mayor of the next town or a justice of
the peace and there leave him to return into his county where he
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